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A  PRODUCT  VARIETY  OF  GROUPS
WITH DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICE

L.   F.   HARRIS

Abstract. By a variety of A-groups is meant a locally finite

variety of groups whose nilpotent groups are abelian. It is shown

that if U is a variety of /i-groups and 33 is a locally finite variety

whose lattice of subvarieties is distributive and the exponents of II

and 33 are coprime, then the lattice of subvarieties of the product

variety 1193 is distributive.

1. Introduction. The lattice of a variety 93 of groups is the lattice

of subvarieties of 93 partially ordered by inclusion. It is modular because

the lattice of the variety of all groups is dual to the lattice of fully invariant

subgroups of the free group of countably infinite rank. For any positive

integer m let ?tm, 93m and 3lm denote respectively the variety of all abelian

groups of exponent dividing m, the variety of all groups of exponent

dividing m, and the variety of all groups which are nilpotent of class at

most m. A variety of A-groups is defined to be a locally finite variety

whose nilpotent groups are abelian. G. Higman [7, 54.24] gave the

first example of a variety with a nondistributive lattice. R. A. Bryce

[3, 6.2.5] showed that for a prime p the product variety ^M^ has a

nondistributive lattice but that a variety of metabelian groups of bounded

exponent in which, for each p, the /^-groups have class at most p has

distributive lattice. He also showed that if m is nearly prime to n (i.e. if a

prime p divides m then p2 does not divide n) then the lattice of 3Im9in

is distributive. M. S. Brooks [1] showed that the lattice of 9l35I9 is not

distributive. The main result here generalizes one of John Cossey [4]

who showed that the lattice of varieties of ,4-groups is distributive.

The exponent of a locally finite variety is defined to be the order of the

free group on one generator of the variety.

Theorem 1. Suppose U is a variety of A-groups and 93 is a locally

finite variety with distributive lattice and the exponents of VL and 93 are

coprime. Then the lattice of 1193 is distributive.

Notation and terminology not here defined are as in Hanna Neumann

[7]. In view of Theorem 1 it is worth noting that L. G. Kovács has an
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unpublished example which shows that although the lattice of the meet

938A9Î3 is distributive, that of (938A9Î3)9I3 is not.
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2. A theorem on skeletons. By a section of a group is meant a factor

group of a subgroup of it. If 'S is a class of groups then s^ and qS denote

the classes of all groups isomorphic to, respectively, subgroups and factor

groups of groups in S. A class 'S of groups is said to be section closed

if q'S^ 'S and s"S^ 'S. It is well known and easy to see that if S is a class

of groups then qs^ is section closed. The skeleton ¿^(93) of a variety 93 is

defined (in Bryant and Kovács [2]) to be the intersection of the section

closed classes of groups generating 93. A monolithic group is defined to be

a finite group with a unique minimal normal subgroup, called the monolith.

To prove Theorem 1 we need the following result.

Theorem 2. Suppose p is a prime and 9) is a locally finite variety

containing a variety X of p -exponent such that for some positive integer

a, 9) is contained in ty^X,

X S 9J ç %XX,

and 9J is generated by monolithic groups not in X. Then

y(9J) = qs{G | G e ?), G £ X and G is monolithic),

and ^(9J) generates 9).

Proof. Let G be a monolithic group in 9J but not in X, let aG be the

monolith of G, a*G be the centralizer of aG in G, Z(G) be the center of

G, X=X(G) be the X-verbal subgroup of G, and G' be the derived group of

G. We write H<\G if H is a normal subgroup of G.

Notice X is the Sylow /7-subgroup of c*G; we show they are equal.

If o*G is not abelian then

aG = (a*G)' n Z(a*G) C\X - 1

by [6, IV2.2], which is a contradiction. Thus a*G is abelian and, since

G is monolithic, a*G is of prime power order. Because

aG ^ X£ a*G,
we have X=a*G.
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Let Jf be a section closed class of groups generating 9J. To prove the

theorem it suffices to show G e Jf. We shall use some properties of the

minimal representation defined in [7, p. 163 ff]. Let

G 26 H¡K,      H < Hx X - • - X Hr, Ht 6 Jf for i m i, • • •, r

be a minimal representation of G on J4?. Then each Ht is monolithic and

gH^oG so gHí is a />-group. By the last paragraph o*Hi=X(Hi).

By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem there is a complement, Kt say, for

a*H¡ in H¡. Since H( is monolithic, a*Hi is an indecomposable ^¿-group

so by [5, 5.2.2], a*Hi is a homocyclic jp-group. For some y the exponent

ofo*Hj is greater than or equal to the exponent of a*G. Let n be the expo-

nent of a*G. It follows as in Lemma 3 of Cossey [4] that G2áHJl(a*Hj)n,

and G e ¿P, proving the theorem.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.   Let Uu U2^U93. We first show

(*) (93 A ILJ v (93 A U2) = 93 A (& v U2).

Since (93aÍI1)c93a(U1vU2) it suffices to prove that if F is a finite free

group of ajAilljVtfa) then Fe (93aU1)v(93aU2). Let l^uUg denote the

set theoretic union of Hi and H2. Let

F^ H\K,       H-^H-.x ■■■ X Hr, Hi e (Ux U U2) for i = 1, • • • , r

be a minimal representation of F on U1UlI2. Because Fe 93, oHt has

exponent dividing that of 93. Since the exponents of U and 93 are relatively

prime it follows that Ht e 93 for all i. As //¿eUiUU2 we have H,¡e

(SBnllJuiSnUa). It follows that Fe (93aU1)v(93aU2), proving (*).
We need a lemma.

Lemma.   If G is a monolithic group in U1vU2 but not in 93 then G e

Proof. If oG is not abelian then by taking a minimal representation of

G on U1UH2 and arguing as in [7, 53.31] the result follows. Thus we may

assume oG is an abelian /7-group for some prime p. Let

G s* H¡K,       H ^ //i x • • • x Hr, Hi e (Uj, U U2) for i = 1, • • • , r

be a minimal representation of G on trulla. Let Ki=(ff*//j)n93(//¿)

and observe that the Sylow /^-subgroups of Ht are in Vt and oH^

Z(Vi). As K, is an ,4-group, Z(K,)nF;=l. Since //¿ is monolithic, V'i=\.

Thus F¿ is abelian and must be a /?-group.

Let 9) be the variety generated by Hu ■ • • , Hr and X be the variety gen-

erated by //i/J7!, ■ ■ • , Hr\VT. Then by Theorem 2,

y(9J) = qs{// | // e 3), H i X and // is monolithic}.
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It follows that

G g ^(9J) s QS{HX, ■ • *, Hr} S Öi U U,,

proving the lemma.

To prove Theorem 1 it suffices to show that if 933s U93 then

933 A (Ux V ll2) = (933 A Ux) v (933 A U2).

Since 9J3a(U1vII2)2 2BaII1 it suffices to show that if G is a monolithic

group in 9J3a(U1vU2) then G is in (9BaU1)v(933aU2).

Suppose first that G <£ 93. Then by the lemma G e Ux ull2. As G e 933,

G e 933 n (Ux u U2) = (933 n Ux) u (933 n U2)

£ (933 A Ux) v (933 a U2).

Suppose G e 93. Using the fact that 33 has distributive lattice and

applying (*) twice, we have

93 a 933 A (Ux V H2) = 93 a 933 A [93 A (Ux V U,)]

= (93 A 933) A [(93 A Ux) V (93 A U2)]

= [(93 A 933) A (93 A Ux)] V [(93 A 933) A (93 A lt2)]

= (93 A 91 A UJ v (93 A 933 A U2)

= 93 A [(933 A Ux) V (933 A U2)].

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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